Case Study
Oracle Fusion ERP Cloud
German Subsidiary of
US-based medical
Devices Manufacturer

Client
The client is a US-based well-established Multinational manufacturing and supplying continuous glucose
monitoring devices globally. For a newly acquired subsidiary in Germany, the client wanted a cloud-based
system that would integrate with multiple existing CRM and legacy systems, to seamlessly manage
Customers, Order Management, Inventory, Invoicing and Financials in German language.

Challenges
New acquisition without any legacy system.
Hence, challenges in defining business and IT
processes that would uniquely handle the local
situation, and also seamlessly fit in the global
business processes

Limited Time available for Go-Live
Near real time Integrations with CRM and
other legacy logistics applications to achieve
single global view of sales cum operational
activities
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clients succeed in a converging world. With operations in 27 countries, we go the extra mile for our clients and
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